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Abstract 

The combination of Assisted Living (AL) and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) paradigms, 

has given birth to a multidisciplinary scientific/technological domain, known as the “Ambient 

Assisted Living” (AAL). Its aim is to improve the quality of citizen’s life through context-aware 

environments that can be adapted to each individual’s requirements for improving his/her daily 

life, especially those with physical/mental disabilities. Enhanced with state-of-the art Information 

& Communication Technologies (ICTs), AAL provides the means for better, safer and more 

secure living environments by monitoring citizen’s activities, gathering/processing and analyzing 

real-time data related to his health/behavior, and proactively alarming (in case of emergency) 

those in charge (e.g. doctors, physicians, first responders, etc.) and/or his family members. For 

example, people who suffer from cognitive impairment diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, dementia, 

cerebral palsy etc., need to be constantly monitored about their location in space, since it is very 

common for this kind of people to leave their premises and be unable to return. In such cases, 

AAL may assist persons-in-charge (e.g. house-nurses, family members, neighbors, etc.) by 

informing them about the patient’s exact position, or by proactively alarming first-responders 

(e.g. caretakers, doctors, hospital, police, etc.) in case of a potential threats/emergency.  

Since the majority of AAL services and applications deal with large volume of data that 

require fast processing and resource-demanding infrastructure for rapid analysis and 

response/results, typical/common home-based computing platforms become obsolete, while 

sophisticated installations prove to be too costly. Thus, the Cloud Computing paradigm for 

remote resources provision along with the Services’ Virtualization concept for assets’ elasticity 

and scalability arise as the driving forces in AAL deployment, due to its omnipresence and 

resource-rich characteristics.  

In this thesis, we propose such a virtualized cloud-based AAL system that enables health-

cares and first-responders to constantly monitor a patient’s indoor/outdoor position and be 

alarmed in case of emergency. Positioning is made available through an embedded device 

(carried by the patient) that performs the proximity and cell identification techniques (Wi-Fi and 

GSM), which in turn sends the geolocation data to a Cloud-based application for further 

processing. In case that the patient drifts away from his/her premises, the application retrieves 

the closest-to-the-patient third party agents (hospital, police, volunteers, first-responders, etc.) 
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through the Location-to-Service-Translation (LoST) protocol, and alerts them about the 

emergency situation via a SIP-based VoIP communication channel. Finally, a performance 

evaluation was performed, under controlled-conditions environment and results concerning the 

system’s response time were obtained. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the last few years, a major concern of our society has been the growth of elder 

population with physical/mental disabilities and are in the need of constant care and supervision. 

Specialized health-care institutions are one of the available solutions, but in most cases, prove to 

be quite expensive and require the persons of interest to move from their familiar environment to 

secluded facilities. Both these issues have negative impact on the targeted individuals and their 

family members from a psychological and financial perspective. 

Towards alleviating those issues, various approaches have been proposed. Assisted 

Living (AL)[1], an endeavor for helping people age well at home empowered by state-of-the-art  

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), along with the Ambient Intelligence 

(AmI) paradigm [2], a composition of pervasive technologies –sensors, robotics, algorithms etc., 

that provide contextual information –healthcare data, behavioral data, location etc., are the most 

promising approaches so far. 

However, the combination of those two approaches, gave birth to a hybrid 

multidisciplinary scientific/technological domain, known as the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) 

[3], [4]. Its aim is to improve citizen’s quality of life by creating intuitive context-aware 

environments, adaptable to each individual’s requirements for improving their everyday life and 

create safer and more secure living environments, especially for individuals with mental or 

physical disabilities. 

AAL systems, gather and process/analyze large amount of data and perform trivial 

analytics and algorithms, to deduct certain conclusions and perform possibly life-depending 

decisions/actions. Therefore, such systems require dependable and resource-rich infrastructures 

for rapid analysis and response. Typical home-based machines, have static/limited resources and 

sophisticated installations prove to prohibitively expensive. 

 Thus, Cloud Computing for its abundance of resources and dynamic provisioning, along 

with the services’ Virtualization concept for assets’ elasticity and scalability, prove to be an 

empowering force for the AAL initiative. 
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The aging-at-home process, poses various trivial issues for the AAL to tackle. One of 

them, is the constant monitoring and assistance of people suffering from Alzheimer’s or 

dementia [5]. It is a common characteristic of those individuals to wander-off supervision, flee 

their premises and being unable to return. 

In this thesis, we present a Cloud-based emergency positioning system which constantly 

monitors users’ indoor and outdoor position utilizing various positioning techniques such as 

proximity and cell-identification (Wi-Fi, GSM), dynamically switching between techniques, 

depending on the user’s localization –indoor/outdoor. Positioning, is made possible through an 

embedded device, carried by the persons of interest, which performs the localization techniques 

(proximity and cell-identification) and sends collected data to a cloud-based application for 

further processing.  If a user drifts-away from his/her premises, the system retrieves the closest-

to-the-user third-party agents, hospital, police and volunteers, through the Location to Service 

Translation protocol (LoST) [6], and prompts them with alert messages, containing crucial 

information such as personal and medical information, geographical location and first response 

instructions, through a SIP-based VoIP channel. All system components were developed as 

Docker containers –an OS agnostic virtualization method, to enhance the systems scalability, 

elasticity and adaptability to existing AAL systems. 

This thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2, we confer on previous related work and 

present the current State-of-the-Art upon which this project was based. In Section 3, we present 

the systems architecture and analyze each layer separately. In Section 4, we analyze the project 

implementation and present the basic use case scenario which demonstrates the overall 

functionality of our system. In Section 5, we demonstrate the experimental results and elaborate 

on the systems efficacy. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude this thesis by presenting our 

conclusions and confer on possible future work and improvements.  
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2 State of the Art and Contribution 

The caretaking of the elderly population and the promotion of their life quality, has been 

in the focus of academic and industrial communities[7], and  thus numerous applications, 

frameworks and paradigms have emerged.  

2.1 Ambient Intelligence 

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is a novel interdisciplinary paradigm stemming from the 

ideas of ubiquitous computing and Norman’s[8][9] vision on invisible, unobtrusive computing. It 

fosters the development of constellations of sensors and actuators to acquire behavioral, health 

and environmental context and promote the deployment of human-centric, omnipresent, 

personalized, adaptive anticipatory services[10]. 

2.2 Ambient Assisted Living 

The combination of AL and AmI  concepts, is called Ambient Assisted Living 

(AAL)[11][12][13]. Several tools and technologies have helped the AAL vision become a 

reality. Such technologies are smart homes, assistive robotics, mobile or wearable sensors, and 

immersive algorithms such as activity recognition, context modeling, anomaly detection, 

planning, location and identity identification. In the subsections below, we confer on the current 

state of the art concerning AAL. 

2.3 Behavioral Modeling Applications in Ambient Assisted Living 

Academic and commercial communities take a significant interest in creating platforms 

delivering AAL services. The research mainly focuses on indoor positioning, activity and 

behavior observation, biometric monitoring, danger detection, and alerting.  

Gilles Virone and Andrew Sixsmith presented a platform (SOPRANO) that extracts 

behavioral patterns from users’ daily activities[14]. After processing and evaluating the patterns, 

an intelligent algorithm provides activity prediction, thus proactively alerting authorities of 

possible danger or health decline of the target user[15]. The Soprano project also employs 

pervasive technologies (sensors, actuators, smart interfaces, and artificial intelligence) to create a 
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supportive environment for older people living at home[16]. This user-driven platform tackles 

issues such as social isolation, security and safety, forgetfulness, mobility, and quality of care, 

related to socially and activity-challenged individuals confined to their homes. 

Diego Lopez and his colleagues presented a holistic, affordable AAL platform that 

includes an AAL kit and a centralized management service-provisioning system[17]. It employs 

an AAL store, where users can dynamically install or uninstall AAL services—such as smart TV 

interfaces, smart home applications, alerts, and vitals monitoring—to their systems.  

The Saapho project presents an infrastructure in which target users interact with the 

system, configuring settings or initiating services using an Android tablet[18]. Environment (gas 

and temperature) and health (glucose and heartrate) sensors provide context about the user. 

Cloud middleware gathers the data, detects abnormal behaviors, and predicts possibly dangerous 

activities. Unfortunately, a human actor must oversee the data and predictions. 

2.4 Location Identification in Ambient Assisted Living 

In addition to context modelling, the AAL initiative has been enriched with Location 

aware applications that enable the constant monitoring of the users’ location and avoiding 

wandering situations. In this subsection, we present a number of projects tackling that issue. 

Orange Alerts, presents an infrastructure that addresses individuals suffering from 

dementia or Alzheimer’s disease[19]. The system facilitates a set of services that monitor 

patients, build patient profiles according to their behavioral statistics, track patients’ 

geographical locations using a GPS interface, and stores the data in a server, where relatives, 

caregivers, and doctors can access. 

Jie Wan et al., introduced an outdoor assistance system, employing memory triggers and 

behavior deviation mechanisms. Users carry a GPS-enabled mobile device that alerts a 

centralized server of the user’s whereabouts. Users are periodically prompted with reminders of 

planned time-based activities. Caregivers, are alerted with SMS messages or voice calls to be 

informed of possible behavioral deviation of the user, or involvement in dangerous situations. 

The server maintains, users’ profile, position and planned activities. 
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Sebastian Fudickar and Bettina Schnor, developed a platform to assist users with 

cognitive impairment, perform simple everyday tasks and stay within their familiar environment, 

as well as alerting their appointed caretakers of possible critical situations. The system, prompts 

users with alerts concerning scheduled tasks, and alerts caretakers in case of a wandering-off 

situation. The system utilizes a distributed in-house network (access points) to acquire coarse 

location information and VOIP to establish voice interaction between users and caretakers[20]. 

2.5 Issues in Ambient Assisted Living 

The implementation of such pervasive technologies, raise several ethical, social and 

technical issues that need to be tackled, to preserve users’ privacy, dignity, and maintain system 

efficacy.  

Technology acceptance is one of the many issues, older people face when introduced to 

assistive technology. The elderly are fairly reluctant to adopt to new technology, forcing them to 

deviate from their familiar non-technology daily routine, a situation better described by the 

ancient proverb: Better a known devil than an unknown god [21], treating technology as an 

unnecessary complicated addition[11] to their lives. In that notion, AAL technologies should be 

seamless unobtrusive, yet maintain a ubiquitous and pervasive manner. Additionally, user 

participation should be limited to minimum, avoiding the need for training of users that are 

originally unwilling to adapt to any kind of technology. 

AAL applications, are generating and traversing personal, health and social information 

through wired and wireless networks, exposing this information to possible malicious 

interceptions. This kind of information is highly sensitive, and should not be exchanged between 

entities without a certain level of security or trust. Systems should conform to certain security 

guidelines to make sure that such delicate information, should only be accessed by authorized 

recipients[22]. 

Most AAL systems, collect and process large volumes of real-time data, to analyze and 

rapidly deduct crucial conclusions or perform vital actions. Those requirements, dictate that AAL 

systems must be implemented in robust infrastructures, incorporate adequate computing 

resources and perform in a fast and responsive manner. Thus, the Cloud Computing paradigm 

introduces a suitable environment for AAL applications. Its dynamic resource provisioning 
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characteristics, enable the deployment of sophisticated algorithms and in-depth analysis of large 

amounts of data in real-time. Additionally, services’ Virtualization concept (Docker Containers) 

complements AAL systems with its adaptability, elasticity and scalability characteristics. 

2.6 Contribution 

Taking into consideration all the issues mentioned in subsection 2.5, the aim of this thesis 

is to design, develop and implement an unobtrusive, adaptive, Cloud-based positioning AAL 

module, to monitor users’ position and alert all suitable entities in case of emergency. In overall, 

the main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 

 Create a Cloud-Based, AAL positioning module for the constant monitoring of 

patients’ position in space. 

 Develop an intuitive indoor/outdoor positioning mechanism that utilizes 

alternative localizations methods (proximity-Wi-Fi and cell-identification-GSM). 

 Create an emergency mechanism to retrieve and alert multiple groups of third-

party agents, such as caretakers, hospitals, police and volunteers, who are 

geographically closer to the patient, over the LoST protocol, through a SIP VoIP 

channel.  
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3 Architecture 

Our system operates in three basic aggregation planes. The cloud[23][24], wherein all 

modules and services are deployed, the edge[25][26], where in-house Wi-Fi access-points or 

small-cells and GSM base-stations operate and the extreme edge[27][28] where the embedded 

devices carried by the target users are found. In this chapter, we will separately present each 

plane, and briefly elaborate on the partaking actors, and the interactions between them. A basic 

overview of the system’s architecture is presented in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1 High-level overview of the AAL emergency positioning system 
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3.1 The Cloud 

To ensure our system’s robustness, elasticity and ubiquitousness, all system’s services 

were deployed in the cloud. In the sections below, we present each service and elaborate on its 

functionality.  

3.1.1 Location-to-Service-Translation Service 

The LoST protocol is an emergency mechanism which locates the geographically nearest 

Public Safety Answering Point URL, depending on the target user’s location. For experimental 

and demonstration purposes, the LoST service, conforming to the LoST RFC[6], was deployed 

in the Pasiphae-Lab cloud server to accommodate the LoST protocol functionality. The service 

operates by receiving a XML request, containing the user’s coordinates (latitude – Longitude), 

and returns the URL of the nearest PSAP. In our use-case, the Service-Logic service receives the 

user’s position from the Positioning service and probes the LoST service, to acquire the URL of 

the nearest PSAP.  

3.1.2 MongoDB Service 

It is mandatory that the system maintains a persistent database containing information of 

users’ personal and medical data. In that notion, MongoDB, a scalable, non-SQL, object oriented 

database was used. To achieve maximum data redundancy, accessibility and ubiquitousness, the 

database was deployed in Amazon’s AWS Database-as-a-Service cloud server. 

3.1.3 Profiling Service 

The Profiling service, accommodates some of the most crucial functionalities of our 

system. The system implements a user profiling mechanism that distinguishes users in three 

categories. The system administrators, the target users and the volunteers. The system 

administrators can insert, edit and delete users’ information and system settings. The target users, 

are the persons of interest in the presented use case. The system maintains target users’ detailed 

personal and medical information which is stored at the cloud database. Volunteers, are trained 

users, who can respond to a possible distress call. Lastly, the service classifies target users as 

safe or unsafe depending on their current safety status.  
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3.1.4 Positioning Service 

The Positioning service, periodically calculates the users’ position by receiving certain 

information from the embedded device carried by the target users. More specifically, the 

embedded device measures and sends the Received Signal Strength (RSSI) of a preconfigured 

in-house Wi-Fi access point or small-cell, to inform the positioning service that the user is 

bounded within the house premises. Consequently, the user is flagged as IN.  

If the target user wanders-off, the embedded device loses connectivity with the in-house 

access-point. Therefore, it collects all surrounding serving base-station information (cell-ID, 

Mobile Network Code, Location Area Code etc.) and sends it back to the positioning service. 

The service acquires the users’ outdoor position (latitude – longitude), leveraging the received 

base-station information employing a Web Geolocation API. The user is then flagged as OUT. 

The Service-Logic is informed each time the positioning service calculates a user’s position. 

3.1.5 Service Logic 

The Service-Logic service, is the system’s main mediator. It receives the user’s position 

from the Positioning service, classifies them as safe or unsafe depending on their location, and 

informs the Profiling service with the users’ location and present situation, which, by its turn, 

updates the user profiles in the database. Consequently, if a user is classified as unsafe, the 

Service-Logic service probes the LoST service and alerts the acquired PSAP with the user’s 

location, personal and medical information. Additionally, the service probes the Profiling service 

and receives a list of the nearby volunteers and alerts them, providing them with the user’s 

position and personal information along with a set of first response instructions.  

3.2 The Edge 

At the edge, in-house Wi-Fi access points or small-cells, and cellular base-stations 

provide the system with the appropriate information for it to acquire users’ geographical 

position. The communication between the embedded device and the system is realized by 

utilizing a mobile data connection (GPRS/2G/3G/4G) 
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3.2.1 Small-Cells - Access Points 

In-house small-cells or access points, are commodity devices with a wireless interface 

that provide connectivity to the user’s embedded device. The embedded device, periodically 

measures the RSSI and sends it back to the positioning service. Although those devices are not 

special in any way, nor require any special configuration, help the system decide whether the 

user is bounded within the house premises or not. 

3.2.2 GSM – GPRS/2G/3G/4G 

The cellular network, provides the embedded device with the information (cell-ID, 

Mobile Network Code, Location Area Code etc.) needed by the positioning system. 

Consequently, the embedded device will use the cellular data connection (GPRS/2G/3G/4G/5G) 

to upload the collected data back to the cloud, for the positioning system to acquire the user’s 

location (latitude – longitude). 

3.3 The Extreme Edge 

The extreme edge is the real-world plane where the user embedded devices operate.  

3.3.1 Embedded Devices 

Each user, carries an embedded device, integrating various interfaces providing the 

system with a level of context awareness and geographical information. A Wi-Fi interface 

connects to the in-house Wi-Fi access-point or small-cell. The device periodically collects and 

sends the measured RSSI to the positioning service that determines whether the user is inside or 

outside the access-point or small-cell radius surrounding the user’s premises. Once the user is 

found outside that radius, a GSM interface connects to the outdoor cellular network. The device 

collects information about the serving base-stations and sends it back to the positioning service 

over a data connection (GPRS/2G/3G/4G), for it to determine the user’s outdoor geographical 

location. The embedded device internal architecture is depicted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Embedded device internal architecture 

3.4 Architecture Overview 

As explained above, the system is divided in three basic aggregation layers. The Cloud, 

the Edge and the Extreme Edge. In Figure 3, one can observe the way all the system’s 

components interact and communicate.  

 

Figure 3 Architecture overview 
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In the lower layer, the Extreme Edge, we find the embedded devices carried by each user. 

Each devise, collects the appropriate data from its environment (Wi-Fi RSSI, cellular data –CID, 

MNC, LAC etc.), builds a JSON HTTP POST request (Figure 4) containing the collected 

information and sends it to the cloud, where the services analyze and utilize that information 

accordingly.  

 

Figure 4 Cellular JSON data created by the embedded device  

 

In the Edge, we find the Wi-Fi access points or small cells and the GSM Base Stations. 

The above act as communication mediums between the embedded devices and the cloud 

services, but also enable our system calculate the users’ coarse location in real time. 

Lastly, in the Cloud, the combined interaction of our three services –profiling, 

positioning, service-logic– along with the LoST service and the system’s Database, provide the 

overall functionality of our system.  
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4 Implementation 

4.1 Overview 

For the implementation and evaluation of the presented project, all modules were 

deployed in separate cloud servers. Our goal was to present our system’s interoperability and 

elasticity, and lastly evaluate the system’s overall responsiveness, given the diverse localization 

of each module. In this subsection, we will present each module separately and elaborate on its 

configurations. 

 

4.2 The Database 

The database module was deployed on the Amazon mLab Database-as-a-Service server 

(DaaS). The mLab, is a cloud DaaS service providing free MongoDB database deployments. 

Users can seamlessly create and manage MongoDB databases for their applications. In Figure 5, 

the database dashboard is depicted, listing all the data tables of our system, along with some 

basic functions the user can perform on the database. 

 

Figure 5 mLab configuration dashboard 
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4.3 LoST Server 

The LoST server, as described above, is the emergency service which retrieves the 

geographically nearest PSAP to be alerted of the distress situation. This service is to be 

accommodated by liable authorities such as the police or the health-emergency dispatching 

service. For evaluation purposes, the LoST service was deployed as a Linux virtual machine, on 

a Pasiphae Lab cloud server, wherein a JavaScript-based service accommodates the LoST 

functionality, employing a RESTful API for user interaction.  

Figure 6 depicts the LoST Server Graphical User Interface (GUI) as it appears at 

http://lost.owncloud.gr/lost. The service accepts RESTful API commands at 

http://lost.owncloud.gr/lost/lost. The service uses the PostgreSQL database, and utilizes geodetic 

SQL queries to retrieve the geographically nearest PSAP, depending on the user’s location. In 

our use-case scenario, five (5) PSAPs have been configured in the database. Each PSAP, 

contains an emergency number for regular landline calls, a sip URL for SIP calls and a series of 

coordinates surrounding the specific area of coverage. The Heraklion PSAP contents are 

presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 6 LoST Server JavaScript interface 

http://lost.owncloud.gr/lost
http://lost.owncloud.gr/lost/lost
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Figure 7 Heraklion PSAP SQL contents 

 

4.4 System Services 

The system services were developed in python, using the python-Flask micro-framework. 

Each service has a separate GUI. The profiling service, hosts the most complex user interface 

among the services, as this is the interface used by all the users to create and manage their 

profiles (Figure 8). The positioning service and service-logic, host rather simple interfaces 

(Figure 9, Figure 10). All services were deployed on the GRNET-Okeanos Cloud server as 

Docker containers. Because of the critical nature of our system, it is imperative that the 

robustness of each service is guaranteed. In that notion, all tasks were designed and deployed in a 

threaded parallel manner, allowing the system to take full advantage of the underlying hardware 

(multiple CPU cores, memory etc.). Additionally, a dedicated task scheduler was employed in 

each service (Service Logic, Profiling Service, Positioning Service) to tackle the management of 

tasks, guaranteeing each task’s successful execution. 
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Figure 8 Profiling service web interface – User profile of user classified as unsafe 

 

Figure 9 Positioning service web interface – Basic settings and logs 
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Figure 10 Service logic web interface – Basic settings and logs 

 

4.5 User Application 

For the evaluation of our use case scenario, a generic cellular Android phone was used as 

the embedded device, as it incorporates all the interfaces needed for our project. A basic 

application was developed using the Android SDK (Figure 11), to accommodate the basic 

functionalities of the embedded device as described earlier. The application, collects all the 

available information of the surrounding base-stations and sends it back to the positioning 

service. For debugging purposes, a logging pane lists all GSM activity. 
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Figure 11 Android application 

 

4.6 Use Case Scenario 

The presented use case scenario is divided into two phases. The first phase, deals with the 

person of interest located within the household boundaries and classified as “safe”. An embedded 

device, carried by the person of interest, connected to the indoor Wi-Fi access-point or small-

cell, continuously measures the RSSI and sends it back to the cloud positioning service. 

Subsequently, the positioning service receives the RSSI and ensures that the user is bounded 

within the household boundaries. Figure 12 briefly depicts the aspects of the first phase. Once 

the user leaves the household premises, thus exiting the Wi-Fi access-point or small-cell radius, 

the service will stop receiving RSSIs from the predefined device. After a certain period of time, 

the positioning service will notify the service logic, which will classify the user as “unsafe”.  
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Figure 12 Phase one, the user is bound within house premises surrounded by Wi-Fi radius 

The second phase, which is depicted in Figure 13, deals with the user stepping out of the 

predefined radius, thus being classified as “unsafe”.  
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Figure 13 Phase two, user has wandered-off – Classified as unsafe 

 

Once found in an outdoor environment, the embedded device will connect to a cellular 

network and start collecting information concerning the adjacent serving base stations, utilizing a 

data connection to send the information back to the Positioning service. This task is repeated 

periodically. The Positioning service, creates a JSON[29] list of the acquired cellular information 

(CID, MNC, LAC etc.) and probes a Geolocation API (Figure 14) to get the user’s position. 

Consequently, it triggers the Service-Logic module which will locate and inform the authorities 

responsible for the particular user, by invoking a LoST service(Figure 15), providing them with 

the user’s full profile and geographical location (Figure 16).  
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Figure 14 Positioning service during phase 2 – Service located user and informed the service logic 
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Figure 15 Service logic during phase 2 – Received position and acquired nearest PSAP 
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Figure 16 Full profile banner for PSAP 

 

In addition, the Service-Logic module will acquire a list of the nearest volunteering users 

from the Profiling service (Figure 17, Figure 18), and inform them of the current situation by 

providing them with a brief user’s profile, a set of first response instructions and the user’s 

geographical location (Figure 19). The user, is finally classified as “safe”, either by the authority 

in charge of the situation, or the system administrator. 
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Figure 17 Profiling service response – List of volunteers 

 

Figure 18 Profiling service during phase 2 – Received user’s location and acquired nearby volunteers 
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Figure 19 Limited profile banner for volunteers 

 

4.7 Interaction Sequence 

Figure 20, illustrates in detail the interaction sequence between all the system services. In 

overall, we observe that the service-logic acts as the system’s mediator. Firstly, the embedded 

device continuously probes the positioning service to calculate the user’s position. The user can 

be classified as IN or OUT. In both scenarios, the service-logic constantly updates the user’s 

profile status (IN or OUT). In the scenario where a user is classified as OUT, the service-logic 

receives the user’s outdoor position by the positioning service. Consequently, the service-logic 

acquires the geographically nearest PSAP and user’s full profile, by querying the LoST service 

and profiling service respectively, and sends the PSAP an alert message containing the user’s full 

profile and location. Additionally, the service-logic collects a list of all available nearby 

volunteers by querying the profiling service and alerts them with an alert message containing the 

basic profile and location of the user. 
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Figure 20 Sequence diagram 
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5 Evaluation 

A performance evaluation was performed, under controlled-conditions environment, to 

export qualitative conclusions and assess system’s efficacy. The experiment was implemented in 

two different deployment scenarios (Local Server—Pasiphae and Cloud –GRNET-Okeanos). In 

the first implementation scenario (Local Server), a Wi-Fi communication channel was utilized 

for the interaction between the embedded device and our system and a 3G GSM-based data 

channel was utilized for the second implementation scenario (Cloud).  

5.1 Assumptions 

For the purposes of the evaluation, we assume the experiment takes place during the 

second phase of our use-case scenario, where a patient has wandered-off, beyond the radius of 

the in-house Wi-Fi access point. Thus, the embedded device has deducted the patient is “unsafe” 

and started the emergency procedure, wherein it collects all available cellular information (CID, 

MNC, LAC etc.)  of the surrounding serving base-stations and sends it to the positioning service. 

The moment the embedded device sends the cellular information to the positioning service for 

the first time was considered as the starting time of the experiment. To assess our system 

responsiveness, during each implementation scenario, we probed our system with ten (10), one 

hundred (100) and one thousand (1000) simultaneous user requests respectively.  

5.2 Variables 

During the experiment, four values were measured to assess our system’s responsiveness. 

Firstly, the time needed for the system to retrieve the nearest PSAP from the LoST server (time 

for LoST) and the time needed to retrieve the list of nearby volunteers from the profiling service 

(time for volunteers) were measured. Additionally, system’s CPU usage during the LoST request 

and the CPU usage during the request for volunteers were also measured (CPU usage for LoST 

and CPU usage for volunteers).  
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5.3 Experiment 

The experiment was performed in two implementation scenarios under controlled-

conditions to extract measurements concerning the system’s responsiveness (Local server and 

Cloud).  

As described in 3.1.4, the embedded device performs a JSON request to the positioning 

service, containing the cellular information (CID, MNC, LAC etc.) of its surrounding serving 

base-stations. A timestamp was added to the request, to be used as a starting point (starting time) 

for the measurement of the execution time of the tasks. 

For the system to acquire the nearest PSAP, three tasks must be executed. Firstly, the 

positioning service acquires the users geographical position by probing a geolocation API with 

the received cellular data. Secondly, it sends the location of the user to the Service Logic and 

finally the service Logic probes the LoST server with the user’s location to acquire the nearest 

PSAP URL.  

For the system to acquire all available nearby volunteers, two tasks must be executed. 

Firstly, the positioning service acquires the users geographical position by probing a geolocation 

API with the received cellular data. Secondly, the Service logic. The sequence diagram below 

(Figure 21) depicts the execution sequence of the tasks. 

 

 

Figure 21 Sequence Diagram of the task execution sequence. 
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5.3.1 Ten (10) User Requests 

During the first set of measurements, the system, was probed with ten (10) simultaneous 

user requests. The charts below, depict the values measured in both implementation scenarios. 

 

Figure 22 10 user requests - Fog Implementation 

 

Mean Time for LoST 1.22 

Mean Time for 

Volunteers 

1.26 

Mean CPU for LoST 29.8 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 35.24 

Table 1 10 user requests – Fog Implementation 

 

 

Figure 23 10 requests – Cloud Implementation 
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Mean Time for LoST 3.6 

Mean Time for Volunteers 2.76 

Mean CPU for LoST 17.88 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 13.49 

Table 2 10 user requests – Cloud Implementation 

5.3.2 One Hundred (100) User Requests 

In the next set of measurements, the system was probed with one hundred (100) user 

requests. The charts below, depict the values measured in both implementation scenarios. 

 

Figure 24 100 user requests - Fog Implementation 

 

Mean Time for LoST 1.50 

Mean Time for Volunteers 1.51 

Mean CPU for LoST 30.13 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 34.85 

Table 3 100 user requests - Fog Implementation 
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Figure 25 100 user requests - Cloud Implementation 

Mean Time for LoST 3.56 

Mean Time for 

Volunteers 

2.74 

Mean CPU for LoST 15.58 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 14.60 

Table 4 100 user requests - Cloud Implementation 

 

5.3.3 One Thousand (1000) user Requests 

In the last set of measurements, the system was probed with one thousand (1000) user 

requests. The charts below, depict the values measured in both implementation scenarios. 
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Figure 26 1000 user requests - Fog Implementation 

 

 

Mean Time for LoST 1.80 

Mean Time for Volunteers 1.79 

Mean CPU for LoST 30.24 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 37.24 

Table 5 1000 user requests - Fog Implementation 
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Figure 27 1000 user requests - Cloud Implementation 

Mean Time for LoST 3.64 

Mean Time for Volunteers 2.83 

Mean CPU for LoST 15.83 

Mean CPU for Volunteers 14.45 

Table 6 1000 user requests - Cloud Implementation 

5.4 Discussion 

By examining the measurements of the above experiments, we come across some 

peculiar results that lead us to certain observations. Firstly, in the local server implementation, 

the system is faster. Yet, it seems that its’ overall response time is dependent to the number of 

user requests. On the other hand, when the system is deployed in the cloud, the response time is 

rather stable, and does not seem to be influenced by the increase in user requests.  

By observing the CPU usage charts, we deduct that the system consumes less computing 

resources (~14 - 15%) when implemented in the cloud. Contrary to that, the mean CPU usage of 

the local server implementation, is more than two times greater than the above value in average 
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(~30 - 37%). This behavior, is anticipated owning to the fact that the local server is a static-

resources machine, able to perform certain non-resource-demanding tasks, whereas cloud servers 

are dedicated machines orchestrated by high-end entities, able to perform resource-intensive 

tasks in a more normalized and efficient manner.  

To summarize, we observe that the local server implementation is faster, but the response 

time is unstable and dependent to the number of user requests. The mean CPU usage of the local 

server during the experiment is over thirty per cent (30%). On the other hand, the cloud 

implementation is slower, but the response time is not dependent to the number of user requests 

and remains stable throughout the whole experiment. 
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6 Conclusion – Future Work 

In this thesis, we designed and implemented a virtualized, Cloud-based AAL system, to 

enable constant monitoring of indoor and outdoor position of patients, by health-cares and first-

responders. Also, an emergency mechanism to alert those in charge (authorities, first responders) 

was proposed. Various techniques were discussed, such as proximity and cell identification, to 

make positioning possible. An emergency protocol was utilized for the retrieval of the nearest 

PSAPs and first responders a SIP-based VoIP communication channel was used for the alerting 

of those entities in the case of a patient drifting away from his/her premises. 

The proposed system, can play a significant role in the AAL initiative. Nevertheless, the 

adoption of such a system, raises numerous implementation and coordination issues and 

challenges, that need to be tackled. The system’s functionality relies on two basic entities, the 

LoST service and the Geolocation service, whose performance and robustness must be 

guaranteed. The former should be provided by a national authority, and the later, should be 

provided by an eligible application provider such as Google or Amazon. Additionally, 

international humanitarian organizations, such as the red cross, could provide the system with 

trained volunteers, explicitly qualified for emergency situations.  

As a future objective, we will focus on adding telemedicine functionalities into the 

presented system, providing biometric measurements such as pulse, oxygen in blood (SPO2), 

airflow (breathing), body temperature, electrocardiogram (ECG), glucometer, galvanic skin 

response (GSR - sweating), blood pressure (sphygmomanometer), patient position 

(accelerometer) and muscle/electromyography sensor (EMG), enhancing the patient’s context, 

helping the system to evolve into a dangerous activity or health decline prediction system. 
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